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M
etal�graphene (M�G) contacts
are spontaneously formed during
the chemical vapor deposition

(CVD) of graphene sheets on transition
metal templates1�4 and are omnipresent
in graphene-based electrical devices. Inter-
face interactions impact the structural flat-
ness (e.g., Moiré pattern)4 of CVD-grown
graphene films and the resulting contact
between transferred graphene and target
substrates. They also significantly affect
the device electrical properties, namely,
the contact resistance5�9 and the electron�
hole conduction asymmetry.8 Moreover,
the built-in electrostatic fields10 and the
hot carrier generation and transport in the
contact region11 dictate the photocurrent
efficiencies and thus determine the device
optoelectronic properties. Therefore, inter-
face engineering at metal�graphene con-
tacts is a key step toward manipulating the
electrical and optoelectronic applications of
graphene devices.
To date, a broad range of metals (e.g., Cu,

Al, Ag, Ir, Au, and Pt) have not been con-
sidered appropriate as realistic electrode
materials mainly because of their weak
adsorption energies on low-dimensional
carbon allotropes: the carbon nanotube
(CNT) and graphene. Metals have been
classified into two categories based on
their metal�graphene interface interaction
strengths:12�15 weak adsorption (physisorp-
tion) and strong adsorption (chemisorp-
tion) metals. Interfaces resulting from physi-
sorption (e.g., with Cu, Al, Ag, Ir, Au, and Pt)
do not significantly affect the π-band dis-
persion of graphene but can affect its dop-
ing due to the charge transferred from/to
these metals. Interfaces resulting from che-
misorption (e.g., with Ni, Co, Cr, Pd, and Ti)
are characterized by the destruction of the
graphene's π-band dispersion around the

Dirac point due to strong hybridization be-
tween metal-d and carbon-π orbitals. Con-
sequently, metals such as Ni,9,16 Co,17 Cr,17

Pd,8,16 and Ti8,16 have been favored as elec-
trode materials because they form a strong
bond to the graphene, although the gra-
phene's intrinsic electronic structures are
essentially destroyed. The goal is therefore
to keep the intrinsic π band structure of
graphene by using weakly interacting me-
tals, yet enhance the interface stability to
prevent delamination. In this work, we focus
on interface engineering to exploit metals
that only weakly adsorb on graphene. We
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ABSTRACT

Only a small fraction of all available metals has been used as electrode materials for carbon-

based devices due to metal�graphene interface debonding problems. We report an

enhancement of the bonding energy of weakly interacting metals by using a metal�
graphene�metal sandwich geometry, without sacrificing the intrinsic π-electron dispersions

of graphene that is usually undermined by strong metal�graphene interface hybridization.

This sandwich structure further makes it possible to effectively tune the doping of graphene

with an appropriate selection of metals. Density functional theory calculations reveal that the

strengthening of the interface interaction is ascribed to an enhancement of interface

dipole�dipole interactions. Raman scattering studies of metal�graphene�copper sand-

wiches are used to validate the theoretically predicted tuning of graphene doping through

sandwich structures.

KEYWORDS: metal�graphene contact . interface interaction strength .
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show that a sandwich structure is instrumental in
achieving this goal.
For the interfaces created by weakly interacting

metals, Giovannetti et al.12 have shown that a transi-
tion from n-type to p-type doping of graphene takes
place when the contacting metal's work function (WF)
is ∼5.4 eV; that is 0.9 eV larger than the intrinsic WF
of graphene (∼4.5 eV). They have described that the
interface chemical interaction is the dominant factor
for the ∼0.9 eV WF discrepancies between metals
and graphene, without a detailed elucidation on the
mechanism of interaction. We have previously shown
that the interface interaction results mainly from an
interface charge repulsion effect that causes the rehy-
bridization of metal surface atoms and the reduction
of the metal WFs.15 The consequence of the charge
repulsion is that the electron density distribution tends
to stay on both the metal and graphene sides, rather
than being concentrated at the interface region. Thus,
an interface dipole is developed, as a consequence of
intramaterial (within metal and graphene respectively)
charge redistribution, regardless of whether interma-
terial (between metal and graphene) charge transfer

takes place or not.18 On the basis of this model, we
now propose to use M1-G-M2 sandwich structures in
order to modify the overall interface energy, using the

dipole�dipole interactions from both M1-G and M2-G
interfaces. This sandwich structure is also expected
to modify the doping type/level and thus the charge
density of graphene, thus providing potential tuning of
the electronic properties of graphene by selecting the
top and bottom metals.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 shows, through a systematic comparison
among 21 M1�G�M2 sandwiches, that the sandwich
structures help to improve the binding energies (BEs)
at the M�G interfaces, except for the Al�G�Ag sand-
wich that remains almost constant and the Al�G�Cu
and Al�G�Al sandwiches that both feature reduced
BEs. Specifically, the BE at the Cu�G interface is
increased by at least 60% due to the presence of a
top Pt contact. To determine the influence of the top
metal film, the band structures of Al�G�Cu (reduced
BE) and Cu�G�Pt (largest increase of BE) are plotted
in Figure 1. The Dirac point can be clearly resolved at
the K-point in the Brillouin zone of the 2� 2 super cell
(i.e., K1). The intrinsic π-band dispersion of graphene
is well-preserved in these sandwich structures. Com-
pared to the Al�G�Cu sandwich, the Cu�G�Pt sand-
wich is less n-type-doped because of the higher WF
of Pt. Therefore, the M1�G�M2 sandwich structures

TABLE 1. Calculated Binding Energy Change (ΔBE) at M1�G (M2�G) Interfaces Due to the Presence of M2 (M1) Contacts

and the Doping Levels of Graphene in Sandwich Structuresa

a The binding energies of M1�G and M1�G/M2 structures are defined as BEM1�G = EM1/G� EM1� EG and BEM1�G/M2 = EM1/G/M2� EM1� EG/M2, and
ΔBE = BEM1�G/M2� BEM1�G = BEM2�G/M1� BEM2�G. A negativeΔBE denotes the increased interface interaction strength. Black values are the absolute
ΔBE, and the red and blue values are the percentage ΔBE for M1�G (i.e., ΔBE/BEM1�G) and M2�G (i.e., ΔBE/BEM2�G), respectively. The doping
level (green values) is the Fermi level with respect to the Dirac point (“þ” sign means n-type doping of graphene). Green values in parentheses are doping
levels for graphene at M1�G contacts, as a reference.
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show promise for strengthening the interface interac-
tion without sacrificing the intrinsic electronic struc-
ture of the sandwiched graphene.
Our previous work15 has described the interface

charge repulsion occurring at metal�graphene inter-
faces, resulting in charge redistribution away from the
interface into both metal slabs and within the gra-
phene basal plane. Figure 2a clearly shows that the
charge distribution is strongly perturbed at the inter-
face regions of sandwich structures. The charge deple-
tion within the intermediate regions of both M1�G
and M2�G interfaces is highlighted by two green
shaded zones in Figure 2b. Correspondingly, there is
a charge accumulation within the graphene plane
(the yellow shade zone) and in the M1 and M2 surface
regions (cyan zones). The color coding in Figure 2b
highlights the fact that interface charge repulsion
effects play a significant role in sandwich structures.
Since both metal slabs push electrons into the

carbon plane, a naive conclusion would be that the
interface dipole is weakened in the sandwich structure
because of the competition for the same quantum
states in graphene from electrons at both surfaces.
However, there is clearly a ubiquitous BE enhancement

atboth interfaces except for threeAl-related sandwiches
(i.e., Al�G�Cu, Al�G�Al, and Al�G�Ag). This counter-
intuitive result and the dipole formation profiles in
Figure 2b point to the critical role of the electron accumu-
lation layer (EAL) at the graphene plane (highlighted by
the yellow zone in Figure 2b). Without the presence of the
negative charge accumulation at the graphene plane, the
antiparallel alignment of interface dipoles would work
destructively to reduce the interface binding energy (as
indicated by the black arrows in Figure 2b, both pointing
away from the interface to the metals). However, the
presence of the EAL at the graphene basal plane allows
the dipoles throughout the interfaces to interact construc-
tively in the parallel alignment, due to the alternative
reservoirs of opposite charges (as shown in Figure 2b).
The EAL at the graphene basal plane therefore allows
tuning of the interface dipoles to enhance or weaken the
binding energy.
This conclusion based on the role of the EAL at

the graphene basal plane is further supported by

Figure 1. Band structures and schematics of Al�G�Cu (a)
and Cu�G�Pt (b). The left panels are band structures,
where green lines are the overall band structures and black
sizable dots represent the projected character of carbon
π-orbitals. In the right panels, green, orange, yellow, and
cyan balls represent Al, Cu, Pt, and C atoms, respectively.
K1 and K are the K-point of the Brillouin zones of 2� 2 and
1� 1 super cells of graphene, respectively, as shown in the
inset of panel b.

Figure 2. Charge difference plot for Cu/G/Pt, Al/G/Pt,
and Al/G/Cu. Charge differenceΔF = F(M1/G/M2)� F(M1)�
F(G) � F(M2), where F(M1/G/M2) is the charge density for
M1/G/M2 sandwich contact, and F(M1), F(G), and F(M2) are
charge densities for isolatedM1, G, andM2, respectively. All
of the charge densities are averaged in the plane parallel
with the interface. (b) Interface charge repulsion effects
drive the charge depleting from the interface (green shaded
zones) and accumulating toward the graphene (the yellow
shaded zone), M1 and M2 (cyan shaded zones). The equiva-
lent dipole formation is depicted by the depleted/accumu-
lated charges in different zones. The intensity of charge
accumulation at the graphene basal plane (the yellow
shaded zone) characterizes the interface charge repulsion
strength. (c) Decreasing trend (the vertical pink arrow) of
the interface charge repulsion strengths (from Cu/G/Pt, the
black curve, to Al/G/Cu, the orange curve), which is consis-
tent with the relative BE changes of these sandwiches (from
Cu/G/Pt, the largest BE enhancement, to Al/G/Cu, the BE
reduction) as shown in Table 1.
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comparing BE changes (see Table 1) of four represen-
tative sandwiches: Cu�G�Pt (40�60% BE increase),
Al�G�Pt (∼20% BE increase), Al�G�Ag (almost con-
stant BE), and Al�G�Cu (∼10% BE decrease). The
Cu�G�Pt sandwich, with the largest BE enhancement,
features the largest amount of electron accumulation
at the graphene basal plane, while the Al�G�Pt
sandwich, with a negligible EAL at the graphene basal
plane, displays a much reduced BE. Note that the
binding energy of the Al�G�Ag sandwich remains
almost constant compared with single side contacts,
that is, is not different from the Al�G and Ag�G
binding energies (Table 1). Therefore, using this system
as a reference, the electron concentration in the gra-
phene plane of the Al�G�Cu sandwich is actually
depleted, inducing a BE reduction, even though there
is little charge accumulation.
There are three sandwiches without BE enhance-

ment, all associated with the metal Al. There is a
relatively larger equilibrium interface distance be-
tween Al and graphene (∼3.59 Å) compared to other
metals (e.g., Cu�G: 2.99 Å).15 As previously determined
by Giovannetti et al.,12 the interface charge repulsion
depends on the interface distance. The calculated
Al(111) surface WF is 4.28 eV, which is 0.49 eV smaller
than the calculated WF of graphene,15 while the
calculated n-type doping level of graphene in contact
with Al(111) is 0.49 eV. These results indicate a negli-
gible WF change of the Al(111) surface after attach-
ment to graphene and thus no obvious interface
charge repulsions. Giovannetti et al.12 have a similar
report for Al�graphene contacts: the WFs of Al(111)
surfaces change only by 0.18 eV (from 4.22 to 4.04 eV),
which is significantly less than for other metals. In the
absence of intramaterial charge redistribution caused
by the interface charge repulsion (e.g., for Al-related
sandwiches), the intermaterial charge transfer be-
comes the dominant factor. This is the reason why
the other three Al-related sandwiches (Al�G�Ir,
Al�G�Au, and Al�G�Pt) still have enhanced BEs.
The larger WF differences between Al and Ir, Au, and
Pt drive the intermaterial charge transfer, thus enhanc-
ing the interface dipole.
In order to monitor the doping of graphene sand-

wiched by two metal slabs, the samples are character-
ized by Raman scattering spectroscopy. Raman spec-
troscopy has been used as a high-throughput and
nondestructive tool not only to quantify the number
of graphene layers,19 measure the lattice strains,20�22

and probe the electronic structures19 of single-layer or
multilayer graphene films but also to monitor the
doping type and concentrations.23�26 Despite the sig-
nificant fluorescence background in Raman spectra of
graphene on Cu substrates, it is still possible to derive
useful information for graphene buried under several
nanometers of the topmetal thin films.27,28 The analysis
of the Raman spectra is based on a subtraction of the

background fluorescence and a single Lorentzian peak
fitting to the G and 2D bands. Due to the surface
inhomogeneity of Cu substrates, a statistical average
of the data collected on a 20 � 20 grid (with 1 μm
intervals) is necessary to obtain reliable information at
room temperature.
The samples are loaded in a cell purged by N2 and

can be annealed to 300 �C. Nitrogen purging does
not cause any measurable changes in the Raman
spectrum for the G/Cu system, indicating that the initial
graphene surface and the G/Cu interface are not
affected by ambient adsorption of O2 and H2O. This
is in contrast to transferred graphene that is usually
p-type-doped not only by chemical residues (e.g.,
PMMA)29 but also by exposure to air because chemical
residues provide active sites for the ambient adsorp-
tions.30 Nevertheless, a N2-purge environment is still
chosen for all measurements to avoid any possible
perturbation by ambient gases, especially during the
sample annealing process.
The reference G/Cu sample is initially annealed for

30 min to 120 �C in N2 atmosphere to mimic the mild
heating during the e-beam deposition of top metals.
This annealing treatment invariably leads to a signifi-
cant blue shift of the 2D peak (see Figure 3b), with
a relatively negligible blue shift of the G peak (see
Figure 3a). This behavior is consistent with film com-
pression, presumably occurring upon cooling. Indeed,
graphene can slide over the Cu surface when the
substrate expands during annealing and is then
pinned upon cooling, thereby developing regions with
compressive strain and leading to blue shifts of the
graphene phonon modes.
Thin metal films (∼3 nm of Al, Au, and Pt) are then

deposited on G/Cu to form the sandwich structures.
Raman spectra are measured before and after anneal-
ing the samples 30 min at 120 �C. The negligible
difference before and after the annealing proves that
the sample temperature did not rise above 120 �C
during e-beam evaporation.
The Raman spectra can be used to derive informa-

tion on both electronic doping and lattice strain in
graphene. Measuring the strain is important because
strain is omnipresent from heating during the CVD
growth and the metal deposition process. Once the
effects of strain are determined, the data can be used
to extract the doping levels of the sandwich structures.
As noted, the intentional annealing of the reference
samples for 30 min at 120 �C is used to mimic the
heating effect during the metal deposition process.
The remnants of the heating induced strain effect and
the interface interaction induced morphology change
in sandwich samples are further resolved by extraction
of all of the strain information in Raman spectra, as
explained later.
To determine the doping, the G mode frequency

can be used to estimate the position of the Fermi
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level: ωG �1580 cm�1 = (42 cm�1/eV) � |EF|.
24�26

Although the 2D mode shows an overall monotonic
red shift with increased n-doping, the 2D dependence
around the Fermi level, that is, between �0.2 eV
(p-type doping) and 0.6 eV (n-type doping), is weak.23

With regard to strain measurements, although there
are discrepancies among different measurements of
the Grüneisen parameters, there is a good agreement
between the experimental study of Zabel et al.22 and
the combined experimental�theoretical joint work of
Mohiuddin et al.21 Previous discrepancies concerning

the Grüneisen parameter are ascribed to the different
initial doping levels and strain conditions of the gra-
phene samples due to the substrate�graphene inter-
actions. Therefore, we chose Mohiuddin et al. and
Zabel et al.'s reported value of Δ2D/ΔG (∼2.48) to
describe the ratio between the shifts of the 2D and G
peaks.
As discussed above, the statistically averaged Raman

results of G/Cu samples at room temperature (after
annealing) are considered as the reference (dashed
outline in Figure 3a,b). Comparing the average posi-
tions of the 2D and G peaks between the reference and
the sandwich samples, both the 2D and G peaks red
shift, with the 2D peak always shifting more than the G
peak. Taking the ratio between the strain induced 2D
and G peaks shifts to be 2.48, and noting the linear
dependence of the G peak shift on doping levels and a
negligible response of the 2D peak to electronic dop-
ing close to the Fermi level, we can extract the doping
component from the strain component in Raman
spectra using the following steps. First, noting the
larger 2D peak red shift, the strain component of the
G peak shift is determined to be Δ2D/2.48; the
stretched strain may be caused by the deposition
induced surface roughness. Next, there is also a com-
ponent of the G peak shift that is associated with the
electronic doping, mainly due to the deposited metal
contacts, which is therefore (ΔG�Δ2D)/2.48. Combin-
ing all of these contributions, the Fermi level shift
caused by the deposited metal contact is ΔEF =
(ΔG � Δ2D)/2.48)/(42 cm�1/eV).
The experimentally extracted Fermi level shifts in

G/Cu samples upon topmetal deposition (blue curve in
Figure 3c) show the same quantitative trend as the
theoretically evaluated Fermi level shifts (red curve in
Figure 3c). As theWFs of depositedmetals increase, the
Fermi levels in graphene shift down. The small discre-
pancies between the experimental and theoretical
values in Figure 3c can be caused by many factors.
First, the deposited metal layers in contact with gra-
phene may not be crystalline with a fcc (111) grain
orientation as assumed in the simulation model. Next,
the M�G interface distance may not always be the
same as the calculated value due to the interface
roughness, impurities, and lack of commensurability.
Despite these minor issues, the experimental results
unambiguously show that the graphene doping
(i.e., Fermi levels) can be finely tuned by the selection
of M1�G�M2 sandwich structures, as predicted by
DFT calculations.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the interface interactions between
metals and graphene are predicted to be strengthened
in most of the M1�G�M2 sandwich structures, com-
pared with that in the conventional single-sided M�G
contacts. The different dipoles formed at both M1�G

Figure 3. Raman measurement of different sandwich sam-
ples for the doping level study. (a,b) Statistical averages of G
peak and 2D peak positions, respectively, for different
samples. The dashed outlined sample data serve as the
reference for further comparisonwith sandwich samples. (c)
Comparison between simulated and experimentally ex-
tracted doping level shifts of graphene in M�G�Cu sand-
wich structures, with respect to the reference sample. Error
bars in panels a and b represent the standard deviations of
the statistical data. Inset of panel c shows the side-view
schematics of M(Al, Au, or Pt)�G�Cu sandwich structures.
The x-axis of panel c shows the work functions of deposited
metals.
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and M2�G interfaces work constructively through the
electron accumulation layer at the graphene basal
plane, leading to stronger interface interactions.
Furthermore, the doping levels of graphene can be
tuned through M1 and M2 combinations, as verified
experimentally for the Al�G�Cu, Au�G�Cu, and
Pt�G�Cu structures.
Although an IBM group31 recently reported a 40%

reduced contact resistance by sandwiched electrode
contacts, these metal contacts are still exclusively Pd
and Ti that belong to the current library of electrode

materials. Our study shows that more metal species
can be used in these M1�G�M2 sandwich structures,
thanks to the increased interface interaction strengths,
than previously considered. Therefore, many contact-
related issues such as contact resistance and photocur-
rent generation can be revisited using a broader range
ofmetals. For instance, the use of sandwich structures to
tune the graphene contact region of transistors will help
reduce the depth and length of the p�n junction32

formation throughout the graphene channel, resulting
in a decreased channel resistance.

THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The interface interaction strengths and electronic properties

of M1�G�M2 sandwiches for six weakly interacting metals (i.e.,
Cu, Al, Ag, Ir, Au, and Pt) are studied theoretically by first-
principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations. The
contact geometries and calculation details33,34 have been pre-
viously described for a single M�G interface model,15 where
graphene contacts metal fcc (111) surfaces. Along the vertical
direction perpendicular to the interface, there is at least a 12 Å
vacuum region added to minimize the interaction between
neighboring super cells.
Experimentally, large graphene sheets are first grown by CVD

of gaseous methane on Cu foils,1 and then three metal species
(Al, Au, and Pt) are e-beam deposited in a Temescal evaporator
on the as-grown G/Cu samples to form metal/G/Cu sandwiches.
The advantageof using as-synthesizedG/Cu as startingmaterials
for this study is that the graphene surface and interface are free
of chemical residues that are inevitable in transferred graphene.
Micro-Raman spectrometry is used to quantify the doping

behavior of graphene in sandwich structures, which is feasible
due to the relatively modest thickness of the top metal film
(3 nm). The sample is loaded in a Linkam FTIR600 cooling/
heating stage with a continuous N2 purge. The Raman spectra
are acquired in a 20� 20 square grid with a step interval 1.0 μm
to obtain statistically meaningful results. The averages and
standard deviations of the G and 2D peaks positions are
obtained for tracking the overall structural and electronic
evolutions of graphene before and after being sandwiched. A
532 nm wavelength solid-state laser is used as the source of
excitation, passing through the thick transparent quartz win-
dow of the Raman cell and the 3 nmof the topmetal film before
being reflected by the 25 μm thick copper foils. Due to the laser
power weakening in the aforementioned laser path, consider-
ing the metal substrates are good conductors for heat dissipa-
tion, and noting the previous report that there is no significant
Raman spectral change when the incident power is between
0.04 and 4 mW,19 it is safe to choose a Raman laser power of
∼4.5 mW to obtain measurable intensities of the G and 2D
peaks. The data from 20 scans with 2 s per scan at each spot is
averaged to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio, and the data
from 400 spots on each sample are taken for statistical analysis.
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